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The digitalization of the industry has long since begun. For some 
processes we are still at the very beginning, while others are already quite 
advanced. More and more intelligence is now penetrating also into drive 
technology to make machines and systems even more efficient, minimize 
downtimes and save costs.

The bilingual digital media brand drivesweb takes up this exciting 
topic and shows what is possible today and in the future. The focus 
is on intelligence in industrial motion sequences. Hence our claim: 
intelligence in motion.

For designers, developers, scientists, OEMs and end customers, the 
new brand is to become an important supplier of knowledge and 
information for their daily work. Comprehensive, up-to-date and 
in-depth – this is how we reach the most important readers and 
decision-makers from a wide range of industries on a daily basis with 
our website, where not only simple drives, motors & Co. are used, but 
where processes are viewed holistically. At drivesweb, the system and 
solution approach always comes first!

Our newsletters, which are distributed through a wide variety of 
channels, and our social media activities round off the information 
offering – always targeted and focused on the essentials.

Thanks to the close media cooperation with SPS – Smart Production 
Solutions, which also focuses on drive technology, the trade fair and 
media brand form a synergy that offers intelligence in drive technology 
a permanent place, where interested engineers can find out about the 
latest products and trends all year round.

We know the technology you deal with every day. Together with 
experts, we work in mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, 
automation, the process industry and other areas and always have an 
ear to your industry. This is how you benefit from our editorial expertise 
– with exciting topics and further information. We are your trend scouts 
for innovations in intelligent drive technology.

drivesweb – intelligence in motion.
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Dear interested parties,

digitization is pushing changes and drive 

technology is also undergoing major 

changes. I am very pleased to present you, 

together with AMA Digital Networks GmbH, 

the drivesweb platform, which completes 

online the range of products and services 

offered in the drive technology area of SPS 

– Smart Production Solutions and keeps 

us up to date with the latest products and 

trends throughout the year.

Dear marketing experts,

Drive technology and its peripherals play a 

key role in the digitalization of industry. In 

a strong team, drivesweb take up all year 

round the solution and system approaches 

in motion sequences that have found 

a home at the SPS – Smart Production 

Solutions trade fair for years. We show 

what is possible today and tomorrow – 

even "intelligence in motion".

A strong team!
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5 OUR TOPICS

• Electric motors

• Geared motors

• Gearboxes

• Linear drives/tracker

• Direct drives

• Converter technology

intelligent drives

• Controls/regulators

• Motion Control

• Motor starter/motor protection

• Bus systems/communication

• Edge Intelligence

• Embedded Systems/IPCs

intelligent control

• Condition Monitoring

• Predictive Maintenance

• Measurement technology

• Sensors

• Encoder

• Status monitoring

• Test benches

• Analysis

• Connectivity

• Data communication

• Industry 4.0/IIoT

• Safety technology

intelligent monitoring

• bearings with sensors

• Monitoring of plain bearings

• Couplings with sensors

• Brakes with sensor technology

• Power Electronics

• Energy and data supply

• Linear Technology

• Interfaces

intelligent components

• Digital Engineering

• Engineering Tools and Software

• Planning software

• Commissioning

• cloud-based IoT systems

• digital business models

• Contracting and Services

• Apps

intelligent Engineering

drivesweb deals with 5 topics. The focus is always on system and solution thinking, because only through the clever combination and integration 
of components such as sensors, controls or software do mechanical and electrical drives gain the necessary intelligence and thus form an 
important basis for the Digital Factory. Here we give you an overview*:

Systems 
and 

Solutions

...

...

...

...

...
*The listed product groups represent only 
an excerpt from the range of topics covered 
by drivesweb.



6 OUR PRODUCTS

Modules for your communication
The future of marketing and publishing is digital. We have 
compiled our product range with modern services. This 
enables us to offer decision-makers in the B2B sector a 
comprehensive portfolio that can be adapted to the needs of 
industrial companies using modular blocks.

You will find an overview of our products 
 on this page. Do you have ideas to  
modernise your marketing? Talk to us.  
Together with you we will be happy to  
work out targeted solutions.

Website

NewsletterCompany 
database

Editorial 
Media

Target group 
marketing

Digitorial/ 
Storytelling

Social MediaJob exchange Videos online  
AdvertisingE-Papervirtual 

Publishing

Microsites/ 
i of the month



7 TARGET GROUPS

Your information should arrive where your target groups are. We ensure this with our newsletters. The dissemination of information via websites 
and social media also contributes to this. Here we give you an overview of the areas and industries from which our readers come:

Control engineering and sensors

Drive Technology

Engineering and services

Assembly and handling

Logistics and packaging

Measurement and control

Chemistry, plants, processes

Machine Tools

Automotive construction

Energy industry and supplyMechanical/plant engineering

Electrical Engineering Food and beverages

Metalworking

Electronics Industry



8 DISTRIBUTION

The central element of drivesweb is the website on which all content is published in German and English. After publication, all texts remain in the 
archive for at least 12 months and can still be registered by search engines. With a very high overall distribution* of our newsletters to more than 
125,000 recipients via numerous channels, we also ensure the correct and targeted distribution of your information to important decision makers 
in the industry. All newsletters are also available in German and English.

Overall distribution* Newsletter: 100.000 + per issue
*Sum over all channels

drivesweb-Newsletter

SPS-Trade-Fair-Newsletter

drivesweb-Website

SPS-Trade-Fair-Website

drivesweb-Socials

SPS-Trade-Fair-Socials

+ +

+ +
+ + +

On the road for you on numerous channels – in two languages (English/German)



Compact news for a quick overview
Keep it simple – that is the philosophy behind our newsletters. Readers should get a quick 
overview of the current topics and news. So they can read exactly what really interests 
them – always up-to-date and clearly structured. We use deep links to accompany our 
readers to further, in-depth and comprehensive background information that we make 
available on our website or that is stored on the websites of the respective providers.

All newsletters are also published on the drivesweb website in the "Newsletter Archive" 
and made available to a broad pool of experts via the relevant social media channels.

Our newsletters are published in German and English. Each reader therefore receives his 
or her preferred language. This gives you – as an advertiser – the opportunity to bring 
your marketing measures to our recipients in a targeted manner.

With each issue of the newsletter we reach more than  

100.000 recipients via the various channels

9 NEWSLETTER
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It's all about the content!

With content articles in our newsletters your information reaches your potential customers directly.

Your publication will be linked to your related article in long form on drivesweb. The long article remains in our database for at least 1 year 
free of charge and is freely available to all users for product research via our quick search and can also be found via search engines.

For a content article in the newsletter we need:
• Headline max. 70 characters
•          Introduction text max. 350 characters (we reserve the right to make small 

changes to your editorial text). We will be happy to create an introducto-
ry text for you on request.

• At least 1 picture as lead (800x600 px)– for longer articles  
   correspondingly more pictures
•  a long version of your article for linking and our archive 
   (min. 1,000 to max. 10,000 characters)
• Further link for desired direct link

Please provide all texts and links in German and English!

We require the following file formats:
• articles: .doc, .txt or as e-mail (no pdf!)
• images: .jpg, .png

Delivery times: min. 7 days before publication date

10 NEWSLETTER CONTENT ADVERTISING

Prices, issues and formats

Delivery address: redaktion@drivesweb.de

Price in Euro Price in Euro for  
SPS exhibitors

Number of issues

450,- € 405,- € 1 issue

855,- € 769,- € 2 issues

1240,- € 1116,- € 3 issues

1540,- € 1386,- € 4 issues

1850,- € 1665,- € 5 issues

2160,- € 1944,- € 6 issues



Ads – convince with content

Your messages are also in good hands with advertisements in our newsletters.

Your ad text will be linked to your website. In this way you can direct the interested reader to where your further information is located. This 
form of advertising is also particularly suitable for whitepapers or temporary campaigns. 

For your advertisement in the newsletter we need:
• Headline max. 70 characters
•  Introduction text max. 300 characters (short introduction texts are 
   reader-friendly)
• 1 lead picture (800x650 px)
• additional desired link to your website

Please provide all texts and links in German and English!

We require the following file formats:
• articles: .doc, .txt or as e-mail (no pdf!)
• images: .jpg, .png

Delivery times: min. 7 days before publication date

11 NEWSLETTER ADVERTISING

Prices, issues and formats

Price in Euro Price in Euro for  
SPS exhibitors

Number of issues

450,- € 405,- € 1 issue

855,- € 769,- € 2 issues

1240,- € 1116,- € 3 issues

1540,- € 1386,- € 4 issues

1850,- € 1665,- € 5 issues

2160,- € 1944,- € 6 issues

Delivery address: redaktion@drivesweb.de



12 NEWSLETTER BANNER ADVERTISING

Banners – it also works classically

Of course we also offer you the classic advertising with banners in our newsletters. Herewith you can place your advertising messages 
specifically with our recipients. Interested parties can access your websites directly via links or desired content.

This form of advertising is also particularly suitable for product or image advertising. 

For your banner ad in the newsletter we need:
• static banner in two formats 580x90 px (WxH) and 280x210 px (WxH) – 
since we work with a Responsive Design

We require the following file formats:
• all common formats, proportional to the Banner pixel size

Please deliver all banners and links in German and English!

Delivery times: min. 7 days before publication date

Prices, issues and formats

Price in Euro Price in Euro for  
SPS exhibitors

Number of issues

450,- € 405,- € 1 issue

855,- € 769,- € 2 issues

1240,- € 1116,- € 3 issues

1540,- € 1386,- € 4 issues

1850,- € 1665,- € 5 issues

2160,- € 1944,- € 6 issues

Delivery address: redaktion@drivesweb.de



13 NEWSLETTER SCHEDULE

All newsletters are published on Thursdays. If 
Thursday is a public holiday, the newsletter is 
published on Tuesday or Wednesday.

CW NL no. Date of publication Copy deadline

03 26dw 20.01.2022 12.01.2022

07 27dw 17.02.2022 09.02.2022

10 28dw 10.03.2022 02.03.2022

12 29dw 24.03.2022 16.03.2022

14 30dw 07.04.2022 30.03.2022

16 31dw 21.04.2022 13.04.2022

18 32dw 05.05.2022 27.04.2022

20 33dw 19.05.2022 11.05.2022

23 34dw 09.06.2022 01.06.2022

25 35dw 23.06.2022 15.06.2022

28 36dw 14.07.2022 06.07.2022

32 37dw 11.08.2022 03.08.2022

36 38dw 08.09.2022 31.08.2022

38 39dw 22.09.2022 14.09.2022

40 40dw 06.10.2022 28.09.2022

42 41dw 20.10.2022 12.10.2022

44 42dw 03.11.2022 26.10.2022

46 43dw 17.11.2022 09.11.2022

49 44dw 08.12.2022 30.11.2022

Dates 2022



drivesweb is the new digital plattform for intelligent drive technology in industry and many 
other sectors. Compared to classic advertisements in the print media, our website offers 
possibilities for a cost-effective, efficient and lasting form of advertising. Permanent adver-
tising ensures that the logo and name of your company will remain in the Internet user's 
memory for a long time. Another advantage compared to print media: With a single click, 
your potential customer can access the whole variety of information on your website. 

We offer you these advertising forms on our website:
• Premium and rectangle banners in top positions on the homepage

•  Premium and rectangle banners on the theme pages

• Banner in technical articles and news

• Event Banner (Webinars, etc.)

• Editorial premium Content-ADs in top position on the homepage

• Editorial premium Content-ADs in top position on the theme pages

• Publishing of company and application videos

•  Digitorials: Scrolling websites with technology stories

•  Job advertisements

• Company presentations

•  Publication of whitepapers

Always advertise efficiently with drivesweb

14 WEBSITE
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Your content - always right at the top

On the start page you will find 6 editorial premium places, which can be booked through 
your article. These have the following advantages:
• Your article is available to the readers immediately after the website is accessed
• In the newsletter there is a separate reference to the current premium positions
• Your article will be guaranteed and published on a desired date
• Your article will be linked to your website upon request

In the upper area of our topic pages "intelligent driving", "intelligent control", "intelligent 
monitoring", "intelligent components" and "intelligent engineering" you will also find 6 
editorial premium positions.

Your advantages:
• Your article is immediately visible when opening the pages
• Visitors to the website will find your contribution in the subject area relevant to them
• Your article will be published on a desired date agreed with you
• Your article will be linked to your website upon request

All articles will remain on the premium site for 2 weeks. Start every Monday in odd calendar 
week. The long article remains in our database for at least 1 year free of charge and is freely 
available to all users for product research via our quick search and can also be found via 
search engines.

15 WEBSITE PREMIUM POSITIONS
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For an article on a premium site we need:
• Headline max. 70 characters
 • Introductory text max. 150 characters including headline (in editorial places we reserve the  
   right to make small changes to your text).
• At least 1 picture as lead – for longer articles correspondingly more pictures
• Long version of your article for linking and our archive (min. 1,000 to max. 10,000 characters)
• desired direct link

Please provide all texts and links in German and English!

We require the following file formats:
• articles .doc, .txt oder als E-Mail (no pdf!)
• images: .jpg, .png

Delivery times: at least 7 days before the beginning of the respective term

16 WEBSITE PREMIUM POSITIONS

Price in Euro Price in Euro for  
SPS exhibitors

Number of weeks

270,- € 243,- € 2 weeks

500,- € 450,- € 2×2 weeks

700,- € 630,- € 3×2 weeks

900,- € 810,- € 4×2 weeks

1100,- € 990,- € 5×2 weeks

1300,- € 1170,- € 6×2 weeks

On the homepage

Prices and formats

Price in Euro Price in Euro for  
SPS exhibitors

Number of weeks

150,- € 135,- € 2 weeks

270,- € 243,- € 2×2 weeks

410,- € 369,- € 3×2 weeks

540,- € 486,- € 4×2 weeks

660,- € 594,- € 5×2 weeks

780,- € 702,- € 6×2 weeks

On the topic pages



1

3

Prices and formats

The coveted banners on the start page offer the best way to get into the users' field of vision and deliver the highest access rates. This way 
your brand is always present at the very front.

1

2

3

Format and size in pixels Price in Euro per year Price in Euro for SPS exhibitors

Headbanner
720×90 px

6.500,- € 5.850,- €

Premium-Banner
720×90 px

5.400,- € 4.860,- €

Rectangle-Banner
250×210 px

4.950,- € 4.455,- €

other sizes prices on application prices on application

Technical specifications
File formats:  all common formats, proportionally suitable 
  to the respective banner pixel size

Delivery times: at least 7 days before the start of the respective banner period
Banners do not run in rotation!

2 3 are only approximate sizes. Other positions are 
possible.

17 WEBSITE BANNER – HOME PAGE

1

2

3

Format and size in pixels Price in Euro per year Price in Euro for SPS exhibitors

Headbanner
720×90 px

695,- € 625,- €

Premium-Banner
720×90 px

595,- € 535,- €

Rectangle-Banner
250×210 px

490,- € 441,- €

other sizes prices on application prices on application

2

2

1

3

3



Prices and formats

Use your banners in a targeted manner – on our topic pages you always reach the readers who are interested in our specific topics. Here 
you can advertise without waste coverage.

18 WEBSITE BANNER – THEME PAGES

1

3

1

2

3

Format and size in pixels Price in Euro per year Price in Euro for SPS exhibitors

Headbanner
720×90 px

2.050,- € 1.845,- €

Premium-Banner
720×90 px

1.850,- € 1.665,- €

Rectangle-Banner
250×210 px

1.650,- € 1.485,- €

other sizes prices on application prices on application

Technical specifications
File formats:  all common formats, proportionally suitable 
  to the respective banner pixel size

Delivery times: at least 7 days before the start of the respective banner period
Banners do not run in rotation!

2 3 are only approximate sizes. Other positions are 
possible.

1

2

3

Format and size in pixels Price in Euro per year Price in Euro for SPS exhibitors

Headbanner
720×90 px

250,- € 225,- €

Premium-Banner
720×90 px

225,- € 202,- €

Rectangle-Banner
250×210 px

195,- € 175,- €

other sizes prices on application prices on application

2

2

1

3

3



In the right-hand column of our homepage, under the heading "Top Events", you can publish brief information about your company events in the 
form of date banners. Placed permanently or only for a short time, your announcements are always easy to find for website visitors and always up 
to date. Your dates will also be displayed in the event calendar. Event banners are suitable for Webinars or in-house customer events, but also to 
advertise your participation in SPS – Smart Production Solutions.

1

Format and size in pixels Price in Euro and runtimes Price in Euro and runtimes 
for SPS exhibitors

Schedule banner
220×120 px

220,- € for 2 weeks 198,- € for 2 weeks

395,- €  for 2x2 weeks 355,- € for 2x2 weeks

550,- € for 3x2 weeks 495,- € for 3x2 weeks

705,- € for 4x2 weeks 634,- € for 4x2 weeks

860,- € for 5x2 weeks 774,- € for 5x2 weeks

1110,- € for 6x2 weeks 999,- € for 6x2 weeks

The prices for more than 2 weeks of runtime are only valid for directly 
following publications. Prices for other running times can be obtained 
from us.

19 WEBSITE EVENT BANNER

Technical specifications
File formats:  all common formats, proportionally suitable 
  to the respective banner pixel size

Delivery times: at least 7 days before the start of the respective banner period
Banners do not run in rotation!

19

Prices and formats

TOP-Events

1
Event

Datas

1
Event

Datas

Ticket Infos

Fair location

Ticket Infos

Fair location



More than "classic" banners

In addition to "classic" banners, we also offer so-called widget banners. These focus 
on content instead of advertising messages. The 250x210 px "boxes" contain up to 6 
rotating images and headlines to your articles published at messweb. By clicking, the 
reader can go directly to the desired text and learn more about your products and 
technologies. Widget banners can be positioned on all pages in the right column of the 
website and always contain content of one company only. The publication of the articles 
is also included.

Prices and formats

Format and size in pixels Price in Euro per month/
up to 6 content articles

Price in Euro per month/
up to 6 content articles 

for SPS exhibitors

Price in Euro for each 
additional month

Price in Euro per year
any number of content articles

Price in Euro per year
any number of content articles

for SPS exhibitors

Widget-Banner Homepage
250x250 px

890,- € 801,- € 450,- € 5.300,- € 4770,- €

Widget-Banner Topic pages
250x250 px

610,- € 549,- € 175,- € 2.100,- € 1890,- €

Technical specifications
The requirements of the website premium places apply to the articles (see page 16). The widgets are compiled by us after consultation with you. 

Delivery deadlines: at least 14 days before the start of the respective term

Prices for other durations are available upon request.

...

.....

-------------

-------------

19 WIDGET-BANNER20



21 THE "I" OF THE MONTH

drivesweb stands for intelligence in drive technology. Show your new, intelligent product to our readers in an eye-catching format: On the home-
page of the website we will put your product in the spotlight for one month. With just one click the reader can get more information about the 
whole variety of the product – via articles, pictures, videos or other documents. And there's more: The "i" of the month is also posted across our 
entire social media channels.

Prices and formats

1

Price in Euro and runtimes Price in Euro and runtimes  
for SPS exhibitors

1350,- € for 1 month 1215,- € for 1 month

The "i" of the month is only bookable for the maximum 
term of one month. Companies can advertise other 
products with at least one month's interruption, which 
do not have the same content. Term begins always on 
the 1st day of a month.

Example: www.drivesweb.com/iotm-2022

For the "i" of the month we need
• Headline max. 70 characters
 • Introductory text max. 150 characters including headline (we reserve the  
   right to make small changes to your text in editorial places).
• 1 image as lead + approx. 3-5 additional images depending on text length
• Long version of your article for linking and our archive (min. 3,000 to max.  
   10,000 characters)
• related link
• Videos or downloads are possible
• Box text: What makes the product intelligent – max. 500 characters

Please provide all texts and links in German and English!

We require the following file formats:
• articles: .doc, .txt oder als E-Mail (no pdf!)
• images: .jpg, .png
• videos: Youtube-Link oder .mp4
• downloads: .pdf

Delivery times: at least 7 days before the beginning of the term

Produkt des Monats

1

----------- ---- -- 
---- ------ ----- ---



22 MICROSITES FOR COMPANIES

You don't just want to show a product on messweb, but a whole story or present 
your company in different facets? Then an individual microsite is the right product. 
Here you show our readers what your company can do with short texts, images, 
videos and other concise content - and in an eye-catching format: On the website, 
we put your microsite in the foreground. With one click, the reader can get more 
information about the full diversity of the company and its technologies. Additio-
nally, other campaigns, e.g. in social media, can be designed very well with this. But 
this format is also suitable for blogs.

Prices and formats

Example: www.drivesweb.com/microsite-2022

Since each microsite is an individual production, we can not give standardized 
prices and formats. If you are interested, please do not hesitate to contact us.

As individual as your company



Find your suitable applicant
Are you looking for the right employee for your company? Are you looking for motivated engineers in the 
fields of drive technology, control technology, automation, measurement technology or digitalization? 
The best place to present your company is where your job postings are searched for and read: drivesweb 
has exactly the right target groups on its website, in its newsletters and in its social media. Book your job 
advertisement with an attractive package price:

• 3 months online on drivesweb

• 1 x publication of your job offer in the newsletter under "Top Jobs"

• 1 x posting of your job offer via our social media channels to more than 37,000 fol

Price in Euro Price in Euro for SPS exhibitors Number of displays

160,- € 144,- € 1 advertisement

144,- € 270,- € 2 advertisements

430,- € 387,- € 3 advertisements

560,- € 504,- € 4 advertisements

660,- € 594,- € 5 advertisements

Our scaled prices

We require the following file formats:
• Job advertisement as pdf-document
• Company logo 150x150px

Please deliver all data in German and English!

Delivery address: redaktion@drivesweb.de

23 JOB ADVERTISEMENTS
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Permanent presence on drivesweb

Show your company with a company profile on drivesweb. This will ensure your per-
manent presence on our website and visitors will quickly find you when searching. Each 
company profile can be updated or supplemented at any time.

We have two variants ready for you:

Entry Standard Plus

Company name ● ●

Adress data ● ●

Phone/Fax ● ●

E-mail contact ● ●

Link to the website ● ●

Show all drivesweb publications ● ●

Company logo ●

Company Portrait ●

Price/year free of charge 70,- €

Price/year (SPS exhibitors) free of charge 63,- €

Are you interested? Please contact us!

24 COMPANY PROFILE

Mustermann AG
Hauptstraße 2 
D-00000 Musterhausen

Phone: +49 (0) 333 / 444 - 0
Fax: +49 (0) 333 / 444 - 22

E-Mail: info@mustermann.com

----------- ---- -- ---- ------ ----- ----- 
----- -- ----- ---- ---- ---- --- --- -------
---- ---- -- ---- ------ ----- ----- ----- -- 
------------- ---- -- ---- ------ ----- ----- 
----- -- ----- ---- ---- ---- --- --- --------
--- ---- -- ---- 

Your  
Company 

Logo



Use modern #channels for your #messages

Advertising in the social media channels is becoming increasingly important. We also like to spread your 
messages virally via #LinkedIn #Twitter #Facebook #Xing #Instagram. In these networks we offer you a reach 
via our influencers and multipliers of at least 38,000 followers nationally and internationally. We focus on 
the topics of drive technology, Control engineering, automation technology and measurement technology. 
Through group postings we can reach additional readers for you and thus cluster your messages even more 
specifically. Above all, the application of your participation in the SPS – Smart Production Solutions trade fair 
is ideal for our campaigns.

Price example for an individual social media post:
• Publication of an article on drivesweb in your preferred topic channel for 2 months and another 12 months  
   in the archive
•  One-time distribution of your article via our Influencer social channels to at least 38,000 followers  

worldwide (group postings on request)
• Reporting on publications

We are also happy to plan your individual social media campaign and offer you 
scaled prices – please contact us!

Prices for individual target groups (clusters) 

also gladly on request.

 This corresponds to about 1 cent per contact!

More than 38.000 #Followers reach!!!

25 SOCIAL MEDIA

Price for SPS exhibitors: 342,- €

only 380,- Euro



26 ONLINE-VIDEO-INTERVIEW

only 520,- Euro You can find a sample video at the following link:
www.drivesweb.com/online-interview-2022

Price for SPS exhibitors: 468,- €

Office to office communication
Digitalization in the office has advanced rapidly in recent months. The home office is no 
longer a rarity and travel has also been greatly reduced. But that's no reason to deprive our 
readers of your important information on new technologies or products. You meet our editor 
on the web! We ask the questions, you provide the answers. We record the interview as a 
video via modern communication platforms and then edit it into a complete video. 

You receive these services from us 
- Coordination of interview partners and questions (max. 4) before the video shooting incl.  
  appointment 
- Recording of the video interview via Zoom 
- Possible embedding of footage material 
- Editing and provision of the finished video interview (max. 5 min) 
- Online: Publication of the video incl. short text on messweb 
- Newsletter: Publication of the video via one of our newsletters 
- Social media: Distribution of your video via our influencer social channels to at least 38,000  
  followers worldwide



27 VIDEO PRODUCTION

Put your technologies in the right light
You want your individual company or product video? We plan, shoot and edit your video - short, concise, authentic and with contemporary means. 
We will also be happy to come to you or your customers. After completion, we publish the video in our online channels. We also make the video 
available to you for your own use. The price depends on the respective effort. We will be happy to make you a non-binding offer.

You receive these services from us:

• Coordination of shooting location and questions before video shooting incl.  
   appointment

• Creation of a script

• Recording of the video scenes in the company or at another desired location

• Recording of footage material in your company

• Editing and provision of the finished video

• Publication of the video incl. short text on messweb

• Newsletter: Publication of the video via one of our newsletters

• Social media: Distribution of your video via our social channels You can find a sample video at the following link:
www.drivesweb.com/video-2022

Prices are available from us upon request. Thus we can always  
offer you offer you the package tailored to your company.



Tell readers about your trade fair appearance
Not every engineer or technician visits a trade fair. In order to make your messages available to this 
audience nevertheless, short videos of the exhibition stand are available in which you explain your 
innovations in a compact way and show the live atmosphere of the SPS – Smart Production Solutions 
exhibition with footage material. We plan, shoot and edit your trade fair video – short, concise, 
authentic and with contemporary means.

You receive these services from us:

• Coordination for your desired appointment at SPS

• Recording of the video interview at your exhibition stand

• Recording of footage material at your exhibition stand

• Editing and provision of the finished video interview after the fair (max. 3 min)

• Online: Publication of the video incl. short article on driveswb in your preferred theme channel for 2  
   months and another 12 months in the archive

• Newsletter: Publication of the video via one of our newsletters

• Social media: Distribution of your video via our influencer social channels to at least 38,000 followers  
   worldwide (group postings on request)

What do you have to do? Almost nothing, because the total time at the stand is about 45 minutes. You only have to determine the interview partner. 
We do the rest!

If you are interested in an in-house video, please contact us.

28 TRADE FAIR VIDEO OF THE SPS

Price for SPS exhibitors: 990,- €

only 1100,- Euro
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Your story in moving pictures
Pictures say more than a thousand words. Moving images tell the viewer much more today and 
in the future. That's why you should not ignore the element "video" in your marketing mix. At 
drivesweb you have two possibilities to publish videos:

We'll make your video:

We plan, shoot and edit your video – short, concise, authentic and with contemporary 
means. In addition, we will also be happy to visit you or your customers. After completion we 
publish the video in our online channels. We also make the video available to you for your 
own use. The price depends on the respective expenditure. We will gladly make you a non-
binding offer.

We advertise your finished video:

You already have a finished video, but would like to distribute it as widely as possible? Then 
give us the video and we will provide the necessary target groups. It will be published on the 
start page of the drivesweb website and can be played directly by the reader. Additionally, 
we will distribute your video via our social media channels. We have the following packages 
for you:

Price in Euro Price in Euro for SPS exhibitors Number and length of video releases

490,- € 441,- € 1 video for 4 weeks

890,- € 801,- € 2 videos for 4 weeks each

1250,- € 1125,- € 3 videos for 4 weeks each

1565,- € 1408,- € 4 videos for 4 weeks each
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We awake stories to life!

Record messages are out – Scrollytelling is in! Our digitorials pick up technology stories and tell the most diverse 
aspects of implementation via a scrolling website – a so-called one-pager. All digital forms are available here: 
Text, pictures, galleries, videos, charts, interviews, statements. This site has no navigation elements, banners, 
sidebars or other disturbing elements. These would only distract from the content. The user navigates through 
the linear plot by scrolling. Text, image and video form a unity. They merge into an overall concept. This means 
that one is guided through the website piece by piece. This is journalism of the future!

You send us your texts, pictures, videos, etc. and we will build your digitorial. Then we publish your story through 
our online channels.

We take over for you:
• Planning and editorial conception of the Digitorial
• Creation of the scrolling website
• Final Editing
• Publication on drivesweb in your preferred theme channel for at least 12 months
• Publication of the Digitorial via one of our newsletters
• Distribution of your Digitorial via our Influencer Social channels to at least 38,000 followers worldwide  
   (group postings on request)

An example of a Digitorial can be found under the following link:
https://www.messweb.de/sensorik/aktuelle-nachrichten/sensor-test-2020-1.html

30 DIGITORIALS/STORYTELLING

Price for SPS exhibitors: 1620,- €

only 1800,- Euro
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You know your technology – we write your articles

You know your products, services and technologies best. But how do you get this information into the 
media in a way that is appropriate for your target group? This is where we can help! With journalistic 
passion, our editorial team puts your technology in the spotlight. Whether for the website, newsletter or 
social media - we produce your messages for our readers. And the best thing is: We guarantee the publi-
cation exactly on the date you want.

We take over for you:
• Editorial conception and research (at your or your customers' premises)
• Creation of the article for all publication channels
• Final Editing
• Publication on drivesweb in your preferred theme channel for 2 months and another 12 months in the  
   archive
• Publication of the article via one of our newsletters (125.000+ recipients)
• Distribution of your article via our influencer social channels to at least 37,000 followers worldwide  
   (group postings on request)
• Creation of videos including publications

Prices are available from us on request. Thus we can always offer you the package 
tailored to your company.
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The desire for reporting on products, innovations and applications on online portals and in print 
media often reaches the limits of personnel capacity in small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) - 
and thus prevents continuous press work. This is where drivesweb comes in with its PR-inclusive pa-
ckages "Editorial Media Basic" and "Editorial Media Profi". Together with our editorial cooperation 
partner, we offer you an "extended workbench" for the implementation of press releases, technical 
articles, user reports and other technology-oriented content.

The PR inclusive package includes the most important components of successful trade press work:

32 PR-PACKAGES EDITORIAL MEDIA

Take advantage of the more than 25 years of trade press expertise of the drivesweb editorial team and our editorial partner. In addition, we also offer 
press relations options individually tailored to your company. Do you have ideas? – Feel free to contact us!

Services Editorial Media Basic Editorial Media Profi

Preparation of 4 product press releases including necessary corrections per year ● ●

guaranteed and scheduled publication in all drivesweb channels ● ●

personalized e-mail dispatch with photo material to about 20 to 30 trade journals ● ●

unique setup of your company-specific trade press distribution list ● ●

Preparation of 2 product- or application-related technical articles including briefing trips within Germany 
and neighbouring countries and necessary corrections per year

●

guaranteed and scheduled publication of professional articles in all drivesweb channels ●

Placement recommendation depending on the topic to one or more specialist editorial offices incl.  
dispatch and, if applicable, proof of publication

●

ongoing PR support, maintenance of contacts with publishers, advice on advertising planning and optimi-
sation with your press work

● ●
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"It is becoming increasingly difficult to extract the really important and up-to-date information from the 
extensive range of information available on the Internet. My expectation of the new portal is therefore that 

information on the relevant topics relating to intelligent and sustainable drive technology will be prepared in 
a meaningful and structured manner. The industry can only benefit from such a digital platform."   

Hans-Joachim Müller, Market Manager at SEW-Eurodrive

"With drivesweb, a completely new magazine is coming onto the market that deals 
specifically with drive technology. Because it is a pure online format, I am looking 
forward to the many multimedia possibilities that it offers." 

Stefan Niermann, Manager drylin Linear & Drive Technology, igus GmbH

"Modern frequency converters make a valuable contribution to the control and monitoring of systems. As 
intelligent components they provide important data through internal sensors, interfaces and edge intelligence 

as a basis for predictive maintenance and the implementation of Industry 4.0. We would like drivesweb to 
place a strong focus on this topic in order to show its readers the importance of intelligent frequency inverters 

for new machine and plant concepts."

Rudolf Dürrschmidt, Head of Marketing, Danfoss GmbH

33 WHAT EXPERTS EXPECT



You can also contact us by e-mail:
Sales: info@ama-digital.de

Submit your press releases: press@drivesweb.com

Stay in touch with us also in the Socials:

www.drivesweb.de

linkedin.com/company/drivesweb twitter.com/drivesweb

facebook.com/drivesweb xing.com/news/pages/drivesweb-1894

34 WE ARE HERE FOR YOU

instagram.com/drivesweb

www.drivesweb.com

Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Dirk Schaar
Editorial Manager and Managing Director

phone: +49 (0)6131 26751-93

schaar@ama-digital.de

Natalia Intorf
IT, databases and editor

phone: +49 (0)6131 26752-32

info@ama-digital.de

Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Michael Kleine
Editor

phone: +49 (0)6131 26750-38

kleine@ama-digital.de



drivesweb is a media brand of AMA Digital Networks GmbH

drivesweb is official media partner of SPS – Smart Production Solutions,  
a trade fair of Mesago Messe Frankfurt GmbH

AMA Digital Networks GmbH is a company of the AMA Association for 
Sensors and Measurement e.V.
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AMA Digital Networks GmbH

In den Teilern 8a, 55129 Mainz/Germany
Telefon: +49 (0)6136 4689268

www.drivesweb.com

General terms are available at
www.drivesweb.com/conditions

Managing Director: Dirk Schaar
HRB 49808, Local Court Mainz

VAT ID No: DE 812651947
All prices in the Media Information 2020 are valid from 01.10.2020 plus the value added tax 
valid at the time of performance.


